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Eating Disorders
spur discussions
Awareness Week starts today, features survivor’s tale
By Erik Lacayo
Daily Staff Write,
Eating disorders such as anorexia,
bulimia and binge eating don’t just
affect Caucasian females, according to
campus health officials.
Today is the kickoff of the third annual Eating Disorders Awareness Week
at San Jose State University, and one of
the main messages of the week is eating
disorders can and do affect a wide range
of people, including males, minorities
and athletes, organizers said.
"Men, women, all different races,
shapes and sizes, everyone can be affected," campus nutritionist Jennifer
Styles said. "The stereotypes don’t hold
true anymore that it is the middle- to
upper-middle-class Caucasian female."
The Eating Disorders Task Force is
coordinating the week’s events, which
are running today through Wednesday.
The task force consists of Styles, SJSU
psychologist and nurse practitioner
Genevieve Platt and SJSU psychologist
Carina Esteban.
"We’ve had some pretty phenomenal turnouts (in the past)," Styles said.

"There are a lot of people interested in
learning more, becoming educated and
aware of eating issues, either for themselves or friends or family members."
Today at noon, Styles and Platt will
be leading a panel discussion in the
Montalvo room of the Student Union
titled "Body Image Forum: What does
Your Mirror Say?"
On Tuesday, anorexia survivor
Alistair Grant will be speaking in the
Memorial Chapel at noon. His speech
is titled "A Time to Talk: Breaking the
Silence that Surrounds Men & Eating
Disorders."
"I will be speaking about my own
experience with eating disorders and
about my experience as a counselor,"
said Grant, who is an admissions counselor at Santa Clara University.
Esteban will be speaking about eating disorders from a Latina’s perspective
in "Adios Barbie: Discussing Latinas
and Body Image" on Wednesday at
noon in the Montalvo room.
"More recent studies are showing
that more ethnic women are experiencing body-image problems and eating
disorders," Esteban said.

Eating disorders can also be a problem for female athletes, said Catherine
English, who works in SJSU’s athletic
training education program. She was
scheduled to talk today about eating
disorders and female athletes but had to
cancel for personal reasons.
Eating disorders can especially be a
problem for gymnasts, divers and crosscounty athletes. The athletes in these
sports are considered lean sport athletes
because aesthetics are important,
English said.
At another institution, a female athlete starved herself for two days before a
weigh-in and body-fat test. The athlete
passed out in the shower and injured
her head as a result, English said.
According to information from the
Student Health Center and Counseling
Services, the three recognized eating
disorders are anorexia nervosa, bulimia
nervosa and binge eating.
The National Association of
Anorexia Nervosa and Associated
Disorders’ Web site (anad.org) says that
seven million women and ,,ne million
see DISORDERS, page 3

’The Battle of Algiers’ film
used as educational tool
By Zakk Jones
Daily Stiff Writer

Andrea ’,Lott / Role Staff
An unidentified man looks down from a floor on the south side of the unfinished Civic Center
tower on Santa Clara Street between Fourth and Sixth streets. Authorities said the man had been
poised to jump since 1 p.m. Sunday and, nearly four-and-a-half hours later, was taken safely from
the building.

Students, locals, activists and those perhaps on the
lookout for a learning experience were treated to a showing of Gillo Pontecorvo’s enlightening and thoughtprovoking 1965 film, "The Battle of Algiers."
The showing at the First Unitarian Church at 160
North Third St. was organized as a joint effort between
South Bay Mobilization, a local anti-war activist group,
and the First Unitarian Church of San Jose.
Shot in a documentary style but, according to the
opening title card, containing "not one foot" of documentary or newsreel footage, the film deals with events in
the 1950s surrounding the French occupation of Algeria.
It approaches the subject matter from the sides of both

the rebellion and the occupying French military.
Methods used by both sides are shown in det.,d. The
French use machine guns and firebomb villages, while
the insurgents plant explosive-filled purses iii cafes
teeming with young partygoers.
Reaction to the film has been varied. John 1 lartl of
the Seattle Times wrote that it has been used by both the
Pentagon and the Black Panthers as an education d tool.
According to the Village Voice, an e-mail mem, advertising the Pentagon’s private screening read: "Hos to win
a battle against terrorism and lose the war of ide,,, ."
Legendary movie critic Pauline ICael called it
"probably the only film that has ever made middle-class
audiences believe in the necessity of bombing it rocent
see BATTLE, page 3

Students, counselor weigh in on same-sex marriages
By Zakk Jones
Daily Staff Writer
Students and faculty members across
campus are reacting to the events concerning the thousands of same-sex marriages
that have taken place in San Francisco since
the city began issuing marriage licenses to
gay and lesbian couples 11 days ago.
Wiggsy Sivertsen, director of San Jose
State University counseling services and
co-founder of the Bay Area Municipal
Elections Committee, a gay, lesbian,
bisexual, and transgendered political action
group, said San Francisco Mayor Gavin
Newsom’s allowance of the marriages was
courageous.
"It struck me as an act of somebody
who had a deep sense of commitment and
integrity about something that he believed
in," she said.
The San Jose Mercury News reported
Saturday that Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger
had on Friday begun to take action to stop
the issuing of the marriage licenses to
same-sex couples.
"It’s time for the city to stop traveling
this dangerous path of ignoring the rule of
law," Schwarzeneggcr later said at the state
GOP convention in Burlingame, according

the law but did not order a halt to the
to the Mercury News.
"I really see that as a very sad thing that marriages.
Sivertscn said that this kind of resistance
people feel that strongly to deny people
rights like that," said Ryan Kelley, a senior was a necessary obstacle.
"Like most social movements, there’s
design studies major and co-chair of the
SJSU Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgen- always got to be sonic kind of civil
dered Alliance. "It’s all up in the air. It’s disobedience ... in order to move the bar,"
Sivertsen said. "If
kind of exciting to see
anybody
drove
what’s going to happen."
by San Francisco
"I would he OK with
Legal opposition to
last weekend and
the unions had come
polygamy, if people
looked at who
as early as last Monday,
when a group called the
want to do it, as long as the people were
in line,
Proposition 22 Legal
(homosexuals) get to do it standing
they look just
Defense and Education
Fund asked San Fran
as much as (heterosexuals) like everybody’s
neighbor. It was
cisco Superior Court
get to do it."
a reflection of
Judge James Warren to
the
American
order the city to stop
population. There
issuing the marriage
was
nothing
licenses or explain why
- Wiggsy Sivertsen,
to define them
not, the Associated Press
differently
from
director of SJSU
reported.
anybody else."
They argued that San
services
counseling
Alex
Vassar,
Francisco was in violapresident of the
tion of Proposition 22, a
SJSU College Restate measure that passed
in 2000, stating that only heterosexual mar- publicans and a senior in political science,
said that while he does believe marriage
riages are valid.
Judge Warren on Tuesday agreed that is defined as a union between a man and
the city appeared to he in violation of a woman, he is not opposed to rights for
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homosexuals.
"I definitely think that ... all of the
privileges that arc associated with marriages should be extended to homosexuals,"
he said. "But I do believe that marriage is
definitely between a man and a woman."
Vassar responded to those who might
accuse him of being homophobic by saying,
"I have members of my family who are
gay. I don’t consider myself homophobic. I
understand their lifestyle."
Sivertsen said opposition to gay marriage stems from religious and historical
traditions that exclude gay couples.
"The problem ... is that when people
look at the issue of gay marriage, they
really look at it through the notion of a
religious process," she said. "It is a legal
document that an individual signs with
the state in which they live that commits
these two individuals to certain rights and
responsibilities based on property. Marriage
has always been about property."
Sivertsen said opponents to gay marriage
need to understand what same -sex couples
are seeking with the issue.
"There are 1,049 benefits that heterosexual couples get the minute they sign that
contract with the state. That’s all we want,"
see REACTION, page 3
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Spartans
win series
against BYU

Ni.luilas R. ’right / I ,rily Staff
Mark Quinn, left, and Josh McAnarney wait in line in
front of San Francisco City Hall on Feb. 17. The couple
of 16 years said they drove from their home in Santa
Barbara to get married.
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Memories of the South: the Mississippi I remember
Vila Is a

stereotype:’

Its

when a generalization

Is

made. Sometimes the generalization is based on truth.
Sometimes it’s based on misinformation.
Usually stereotypes are made against a race or an
ethnicity. In the case of the South, it’s made against a
geographical area.
This may surprise people, but I grew up in the
cotton country. I was an Asian redneck, complete with
a southern accent, from the ages of 4 to 9 deep in the
heart of Mississippi.
I’d like to talk about my Mississippi and maybe to
break anybody else’s stereotype about the state I knew
and loved.
I moved to Starkville, Miss. from Taiwan when I
was 4. My parents were college students from Taiwan
trying to seek a life in America. Starkville was in the
northeastern boonies of the state and also home to Mississippi State University, which had a big agricultural
department.
The area around the town was lush with creeks,
forests and animals. I had a lot of fun there, especially
when compared to the drudgery of suburban California,
which I moved to after leaving Mississippi. There were
no six-lane asphalt rivers. No repetition of franchised
restaurants throughout each block.
I’d spend my afternoons climbing trees and exploring the wilderness behind the apartments where I
lived. I’d play hide-and-seek with my friends at night
and chase fireflies in the courtyard. Hundreds of them
would float softly in the still-warm night, drifting like
ANOTHER DIMENTIAN

stars in the sky. My friends and I would run after those
Nly bus ride to Emerson Elementary, which was only
glowing lights, catching them as we’d watch the fireflies three miles away, lasted an hour.
magically glow in our hands.
In some cities, the forced busing caused riots.
It was a place of mystery and wonder, where I literally Starkville escaped relatively unscathed.
had adventures every day.
Those hour-long bus rides were where my real eduIt was also a place where the past and present collided cation started every day. I’d see my classmates, and the
in uncomfortable ways on a daily basis.
latest teasing or fashion faux pas would be exchanged.
I would walk through Starkville, looking
I first heard the "Why did the chicken
at all the statues of confederate generals and
cross the road?" joke on a bus and, for
leaders and quietly thinking, "I thought
some reason, thought it was hilarious.
these were the bad guys."There was a statue
On a school bus was probably the
of General Robert E. Lee near the campus
first and only time I ever encountered
lawn that proudly stated something along
anything close to overt racism.
110
the lines of "General Lee slept here.
"Go home, you Jap!" somebody would
Nothing’s more disorienting to a school
yell at me. See, this didn’t offend me.
kid than staring at a bust of a confederate
First off, I thought I was white. Blame it
general when what you were being taught in
on television. Second, I was Chinese, not
school was he stood for the evils of slavery.
Japanese, so this attempt at an insult just
The schools functioned differently as
caused me to scratch my head and correct
well. Unlike in California, where kids from
the guy.
kindergarten to sixth grade went to the
"Er, I’m Chinese," I said.
JASHO NG KING
same school in their neighborhood, I had
"Doesn’t matter, y’all need to go
to get up at the crack of dawn to catch an
home!"
achingly long bus ride.
I just turned away, more confused than insulted.
This was thanks to the court-ordered integration of When I was teased as a kid, it was because I was a nerd,
schools in the 1960s. When they dissolved the exclusive not because I was Asian. My theory? Kids will torment
all-white schools and merged them with the black ones, each other on the basis of what is easiest. I was a nerd, so
they gave me noogies. Had I not worn glasses, I’m sure
each grade ended up with its own school.
Unfortunately, there were only a dozen or so buses to they would’ve insulted my crooked teeth or my peculiar
ferry the students who didn’t have parents to drop them. name before working themselves down to race.
1

Its comforting now to know that ethnicity was
lower on the hate scale than my intellectual status.
Mississippi tends to conjure images of burning
crosses, racist cops and lynchings. While there are
undeniable horrors in the states past, things have
changed.
Thanks to Mississippi State University and the influx of foreign students during the 1980s, I lived in one
of the most diverse cities in the state. My best friend
was from Bangladesh. My archnemesis was Muslim.
All this in addition to the black and white kids I’d play
with during recess.
My third grade principal, Walter Williams, said
Starkville these days now started to "look more like the
United Nations."
There were some very hard times in Mississippi, and
as a Mississippian, I’d be lying to you ill didn’t say bad
things happened. But I was able to grow up there, and a
lot of other people have, too.
It’s not a perfect state, but it’s as complicated as any
other.
I happen to think that complication is Mississippi’s
ultimate antistereotype.

JaShong Kin1 is the Spartan Daily picture editor.
"Full Frame appears every Monday.
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Ground Zero pilgrimage
creates empty feelings

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for entries is noon
three working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bente’ Hall, room 209. Entries can also be e-mailed to spartandaily@casa.sjsu.edu titled "Sparta Guide."
Space restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

TODAY
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass takes place every weekday at 12:10 p.m. in
the SJSU campus Ministry Center. For more information, call Sister Marcia at 938-1610.
Pride of the Pacific Islands
Polynesian dance practice will take place from 8 p.m.
to 10 p.m. in SPX 75. For more information, call 9242221.
School of Art and Design
Art exhibitions featuring student galleries will be
on display from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art and
Industrial Studies buildings. For more information,
call 924-4330.

TUESDAY
Tau Delta Phi
A meeting will be held in the conference room in
Tower Hill at 5:30 p.m. All members are welcome to
attend. For more information, call Jolene at 507-8301.
Phi Alpha Theta
History Honor Society
A book sale will take place from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
side of Dudley Moorehead Hall.
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SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass takes place every weekday at 12:10 p.m. in
the SJSU campus Ministry Center. For more information, call Sister Marcia at 938-1610.
School of Music
The Tuesday Listening Hour Concert Series will take
place from 12:30 p.m. to 1:15 p.m. in the Music building Concert Hall. For more information, call Joan at
924-4649.
Department of nutrition and food science
Body fat testing using cutting edge analyzer will be
held every Tuesday from 1 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. in the
Central Classroom building, room 221. Cost is $5 per
student. For more information, call Sherry at 9243362.
Career Center
Resume day for technical majors will take place from 1:
30 p.m. to 4 p.m. in the Career Center. Appointments
are required to have someone review your resume. For
more information, call 924-6031.
SJSU Ballroom Dance Club
Dance lessons will take place from 8:30 p.m. to
10 p.m. in the aerobics room in the Event Center.
For more information, e-mail tango42Pshcglohalnet.

On my last visit, I rode the elevator to the top and
Across the street, Engine Company 10 had a note
took pictures. I used my thumb and index finger to pinch
posted in the window. It named some firefighters who
the towers of the Brooklyn Bridge. I photographed
died and asked people not to ask those remaining about
Washington Square Park and the Fifth Avenue canyon
the terrible day.
that led to Kong’s favorite perch. I looked straight down
Strolling quietly along the sidewalk, passing the
on teensy-weensy people and wondered what it would
white -bearded flutist playing "America the Beautiful," I
feel like to drop. Yikes.
noticed a short, funny-looking old man dressed in gray
My trip on Saturday to Ground Zero bore similarities
knickerbockers, red knee-high socks, a red -collared shirt
to that plunging nightmare.
and a blue blazer. He was a stout man, and on his round
It began with a solemn subway ride. The E train
face he wore ridiculous green -rimmed plastic sunglasses
conductor had a strange quality in his voice as we headed
with motorized windshield wipers. Around his neck
downtown. The words "World Trade Center" came out
hung a large clock with decals saying "8:48" and "9:05."
of the train’s tin -can speakers slowly and deliberately at
I thought about how I had been driving a delivery
each stop along the way. Yes, the final destination on
van in Santa Cruz at 6:05 a.m. when I heard the live
this line still bears that familiar, now haunting name.
news bulletin. It was no accident, the reporters quickly
At the last stop, I exited the train,
concluded.
zigzagged through crowds toward a huge
The strange man said his name was Joe.
rolling expanse of stairs. This was one of
I asked him if I could take his picture.
the more architecturally advanced stations,
"Sure, go right ahead," he said in a
at least of the ones Id been to in Manhatthickly coated New York accent.
tan. I hit the stairs and was, before I knew
"Do you live in Manhattan?" I asked.
it, face-to-face with the most gruesome
He said he lived in Staten Island.
and ghastly sight I had ever seen: nothing.
"I come here every day. People from all
Where once there stood manic comover the world have taken their pictures
merce and energy, nothing remained.
with me. Someone from Australia, New
A thousand silent screams swirled
Zealand ... who would fly that far?" he said
and echoed over the empty pit. A tall,
with a bewildered laugh.
metallic fence barricaded the hallowed
I told him my grandfather had been a
TONY BURCHYNS New York City firefighter.
block. A handful of cracked and scorched
skyscrapers dotted the perimeter,
We shook hands. I walked away
one metropolitan giant draped in
into the crowd, and Joe disappeared
billowing canvas. An older-looking
as well. I tried to look for him 10
building made of stone stood halfminutes later, but he wasn’t there.
windowless, with bulging titanic
A group of college -age men
battle scars exposed to plain view.
and women wearing Columbia
Across the street, Saint Paul’s
garb started to sing gospel music as
Chapel, where George Washington
rattled, paranoid protesters unravwas inaugurated all those years
eled a 15 -foot-long red banner with
ago, now seemed more eerie than
yellow letters spelling out "The Bush
ever with its pronounced garden of
Regime Engineered 9-11."
gravestones.
Almost immediately, five police
I peered through the heavy
officers posted up nearby, cracking
barricade and saw a small battalion
jokes to each other about the neoof workers’ portables and utility vehippies.
hicles of all shapes and sizes. I gazed
"Is this type of thing common?" I
around at the non-stop flow of
asked one officer.
tourists and watched as small groups
"We’ve seen a lot of this the last
huddled around plaques that detailed
three weeks," he said.
the history of the Towers and of
I watched for about 20 minutes,
lower Manhattan.
waiting for some sort of confrontaSome people stood silently, arms
tion to occur, but nothing happened.
locked, letting the nothingness
Policemen giggled, tourists gasped,
engulf them. Never before had I seen
singers
sang,
eccentrics
posed,
so many stoic expressions mingle.
merchants sold, dissenters stood by
I walked along the sidewalk and
gloomily ... an awkward New York
noticed how clean it was. Too clean.
City moment in the sun where once
It must be relatively new, I thought.
there was shade.

"I hit the stairs
and was, before I
knew it, face to face
with the most gruesome and ghastly
sight I had ever
seen:
nothing.
Where once there
stood manic
commerce and
energy, nothing
remained.’’

Sharp visions of the Towers falling
crossed my mind. They had to
rebuild this sidewalk, I thought.
On the corner, merchants posing as hustlers, or vice
versa, hawked beanies and caps commemorating the
Towers. This struck me as odd. Who in their right mind
ol ill
is .1 cheesy
retie t this horror?

Tony Burchyns is the Spartan Daily managing editor.
"In It Friday Yet?" appears every Monday.
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Volunteers aim to comfort victims
at YWCA Rape Crisis Center

Percussion precision ...

Rape victims typically aren’t aware of the resources they have available to help them recover
from the trauma, and one local center is helping
some victims in this situation, according to the
YVVCA of Santa Clara Valley Web site.
Just a few blocks from campus, the YWCA
Rape Crisis Center, located on Third Street,
has been in operation for more than 30 years,
according to the YWCA of Santa Clara Valley.
Through its rape crisis line, the center
provides information, referrals or just someone
for rape victims to talk to over the phone
about their situation, said Megan Christian,
assault/intervention and prevention specialist at
the YWCA Rape Crisis Center.
"Sometimes they just need someone to talk
to. It’s a safe place for callers, and it’s confidential," Christian said.
Rape is one of the most underreported
crimes in the nation, with only 30.7 percent of
women raped reporting the crime, according to
the U.S. Bureau ofJustice.
The center trains volunteers who are
interested in helping rape victims get through
the trauma by teaching them about how to
handle callers who have been raped and need
help, Christian said.
Volunteers go through a 40-hour training
session over a span of three weeks where they
learn about sexual assault, domestic violence,
crisis intervention and confidentiality, Christian
said.
After the training, volunteers must commit
at least six months to the center, during which
they work for the crisis line at least four hours a
week, Christian said.
"I started out as a volunteer and have been
here for over a year," Christian said.
Volunteers go through an exit interview after
the training to see if they are ready or have any

questions. They will usually start answering
calls two to three weeks after their training was
completed, Christian explained.
"They really need to have a passion for
helping people, for this cause and for awareness
and prevention of sexual assault," Christian said.
"That passion can be built through training and
learning more about it."
melts Wilmore is a senior sociology major
at San Jose State University and has been a
volunteer at the YWCA for the past seven
months.
"At first I was scared, but volunteering is
something I always wanted to do," Wilmore
said.
She started working with the center as part
of her internship for school and now commits at
least eight hours a week to the center, she said.
Without the training she went through
beforehand, she may not have been able to be as
effective in dealing with someone who has been
raped, Wilmore said.
"If 1 didn’t go through training, I would have
been very lost," she said.
During the training session, volunteers hear
from speakers such as the district attorney and
nurses from a sexual assault clinic in San Jose,
Christian said.
"We actually get out there and take a tour of
the sexual assault clinic," Christian said.
"Also part of what volunteers do when they
are on the crisis line is they respond to calls from
the hospital and sexual assault clinic," Christian
said. "When someone has been sexually assaulted, they’re usually taken to the clinic for
forensics exams, and they have a legal right to
have an advocate."
The volunteers at the YWCA center serve as
advocates, qualified support persons or counselors for victims of sexual assault, Christian said.
The Santa Clara County Sheriff’s office
reports that one-third of all women, one-fourth
of all girls and one-sixth of all boys will be
victims of sexual assault at least once in their

DISORDERS I

individuals who have eating disorders experience a lot of shame’

By Claudia PlasceriCia
Dully Staff Writer

continuedfrom page 1
men are afflicted by eating disorders in the
United States. Eighty-six percent of those with
eating disorders reported having it by the age of
20, the association’s Web site said.
Anorexia is described by the health center
as "self-imposed starvation and, as such, it is a
serious life-threatening disorder."
Some of the warning signs include the loss
of 15 percent or more of ideal body weight,
distorted body image, obsessive exercise,
thinning of hair and, for females, the stop of
menstruation.
Grant, who is 6 feet 1 inch tall, said he
weighed 106 pounds at the height of his
anorexia.
Bulimia is defined by the Student Health

Center as "the repeated cycle of out-of-control
eating followed by some form of purging."
Purging can be self-induced vomiting, the use of
excessive laxatives or obsessive exercising.
Some of the consequences of bulimia include
discolored teeth, kidney damage and a loss of
energy and vitality.
"Bulimia is less noticeable," Esteban said.
"People who have bulimia are either normal
weight or slightly overweight, so it tends to go
more unnoticed."
It is not uncommon for someone to have
a combination of different disorders, such as
anorexia and bulimia, Styles said.
"Someone might be anorexic and restrict
themselves from eating and then go on binges
and uncontrollably eat and then they may exercise or rake laxatives to get rid of it," Styles said.

lifetimes.
In San Jose, there were 433 reported cases of
rape last year, according to the San Jose Police
Department.
"They aren’t necessarily aware, but most
people do know someone that has been affected
by this," Christian said.
The center gets an average of about four calls
per day, and some of those calls are from friends
and family of rape survivors, Christian said.
Wilmore said that although some calls can
be difficult, she feels good knowing that she can
help people.
"It puts a smile on my face knowing that I’m
there to help them," Wilmore said.
She said she wasn’t sure if victims would be
able to open up to her, especially after having
just been raped, but when they did, it made her
feel good that she was able to help.
"They just opened up and started telling
me about how they felt and their past and
everything like that, and for a stranger to just
come up and just start talking to you, it feels
really good," Wilmore said.
Wilmore said she would like to pursue
counseling as a career and added that helping
out the community in any way feels great.
Christian said some people may be reluctant
about volunteering because they question what
they can do for someone who has been raped.
She said people should know something
before they rule out volunteering: "We’re not
here to fix people’s problems but to help them
explore options and let them know they have
options," she said. "You would be amazed at
how just being there for them makes such a big
difference."
Christian added that the YWCA center
is always looking for more volunteers and the
next training session is in September. Anyone
who is interested and is at least 18 years old can
contact the YWCA Rape Crisis Center to sign
up, she said.

Grant said that he had a combination of anorexia and exercise bulimia. He first discovered
he had a disorder his freshman year of college.
"I had no idea what an eating disorder was,"
Grant said. "At first, I was extremely opposed to
seeing a therapist and a nutritionist."
Grant said the turning point in his life came
when he was hospitalized after urinating blood.
"The nurse said I had two choices: life or
death," Grant said. "I was in my own little world.
I felt very alone."
Grant is now working on a book titled "A
Time to Talk: Breaking the Silence that Surrounds Eating Disorders."
He says that 30 to 40 of the admissions essays
he reads each year at Santa Clara University are
about eating disorders and that people with these
disorders need someone they could trust to talk

Daniel Miranda / Daily Staff
Brad Steil, a junior percussion performance major, practices on the marimba
for a performance on Tuesday, March 9 The marimba is a large wooden percussion instrument that resembles a xylophone

disorders is such a secretive disorder," Esteban
said. "A lot of individuals who have eating
disorders experience a lot of shame, so they don’t
necessarily come forth with it."
In addition to the guest speakers, eating
attitudes screenings will be held today and
Wednesday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the
Montalvo room.The screening is a questionnaire
about eating habits, Styles said. After taking the
test, people can talk to a counselor about their
results.
"We actually are trying to get a team
approach with nutrition, counseling and the
medical side," Styles said. "We will do whatever
we can to make sure that a person gets treated,
because ultimately it can interfere with how well
you do in school and your ability to complete
your classes and degree."

about their issues.
"Culturally, men aren’t supposed to talk about
their emotions and reveal their weaknesses,"
Grant said. "While a higher percentage of
women have eating disorders than men, I believe
that this is a human problem."
The problem of eating disorders is more
prevalent in this society than it seems, Esteban
said.
Styles says she sees about one porson a week
with an eating disorder or disordered eating.
Esteban said disordered eating has characteristics of an eating disorder but is not severe
enough to be considered an eating disorder and
that about one-third of her caseload deals with
eating disorders or disordered eating.
"(The problem is) fairly big, but it also tends
to be not one that is easily seen because eating

REACTION I BATTLE I Its stance is as fair as any such film could be
continuedfrom page 1
Sivertsen said.
Kelley believes that in addition
to increased rights for gay couples,
same-sex marriages can be a good
thing for families in California.
"I see same-sex marriage as an
enhancement on marriage that
assures that good families are
available," he said. "I don’t see it as a
hindrance."
Vassar said opinion among the
Republican contingent is varied,
and that it will be a big issue in the
upcoming presidential election.
"Some people are completely opposed to giving any rights or benefits
to homosexuals; other people are
more in favor of limited benefits,"
said Vassar, who also feels that opposition to same-sex marriage is often
unfairly attributed to Republicans.
"I think that a lot of people really
think that marriage should only be
defined as between men and women
not just Republicans but people
across a lot of different party lines,"
he said.
Responding to some arguments
against gay marriages, Sivertsen said,
"Just because you have marriage between two consenting adults doesn’t
mean that you’re opening the door
to polygamy, and frankly, I would be
OK with polygamy, if people want to
do it, as long as (homosexuals) get to
do it as much as (heterosexuals) get
to do it."
Sivertsen also called the argument that gay marriages open the
door to marriages between adults
and children "absurd."
"Marriage between a child and
an adult is not a consenting relationship," she said.
More than 3,000 same-sex
couples have been wed in San
Francisco since Newsom ordered the
city to allow them on Feb. 12. Many
of the wedded couples came from
out of state to be married.
As of today, according to the San
Jose Mercury News, San Francisco
will limit the number of marriages to
about 60 per day. Couples, whether
gay or straight, will have to schedule
an appointment with the county
clerk.
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continuedfrom page 1
people."
Members of South Bay Mobilization who
spoke at the First Unitarian Church Friday night
said the film’s similarity to the current events in
Iraq is what prompted the showing.
"I think there are some very remarkable
parallels," said Shishir Thadani, a volunteer for
South Bay Mobilization. "This film showed
... that even when the entire leadership of the
resistance was ’beheaded’ ... the desire of the
Algerian people to be freed wasn’t killed."
Patrick O’Connell, Social Justice Program
Coordinator for the First Unitarian Church, said

the film portrays "what it means when you’re an
occupying force and what you’re doing to the
people (of the occupied country)."
"It shows the real cost of colonialism," he
said. "It’s as much about the terrorism as it is the
popular support (of the occupation)."
Partisan reaction to the film aside, "The
Battle of Algiers" has also been praised for its
balanced approach to the material.
"Few movies have done such an eloquent,
evenhanded job of defining the conflict between
colonialists and natives determined to free
themselves from foreign rule," Hartl wrote.
The British newspaper the Guardian said,
"Its stance is as fair as any such film could be."

The film was fitmously c _-produced by Saadi
Yacef, who himself was involved with the effort
to oust the French occupation. Yacef himself also
appears in the film as the leader of the rebellion.
According to the Guardian, the film was cast
mostly with amateur native Algerians, whose
dialogue was later dubbed in.
The only professional actor in the film was
Jean Martin, who plays the sunglasses-wearing
Colonel Mathieu, who leads the counterinsurgency effort.
His threatening, no-nonsense profile also
features prominently in the posters advertising
the film.
According to the Seattle Times, "The

Battle of Algiers" caused a fervor upon its
release, simultaneously garnering Oscar nominations, winning prizes at film festivals and being
banned in France, where its portrayals of French
colonialism were not well-received.
Although Thadani said the film was being
shown to protest the American presence in Iraq,
the main message is one of peace.
"We are doing it from the point of view that
we don’t want anymore unnecessary bloodshed,"
he said.
According to the Web site of Rialto Pictures,
which is releasing the film in theaters, "The
Battle of Algiers" will be showing at the Castro
Theatre in San Francisco until Feb. 26.
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Late run leads SJSU past Boise State
By Elizabeth Nguyen
Daily Staff Writer
With four-and-a-half minutes left in the
game, the San Jose State University women’s
basketball team saw its nine-point lead
evaporate, tied with Boise State University
48-48.
The Spartans then shut the door
defensively on the Broncos, closing the game
on a 10-0 run, en route to a 58-48 victory
Saturday night at the Event Center.
SJSU head coach Janice Richard said the
Spartans played a great game.
"(We) absolutely had a lot more energy (in
this game)," Richard said "We want to keep
building on this win."
The coach said it has been a lot of work
trying to get team members to reconnect with
each other.
"We had a team building," Richard said.
"They were so upset from the last game
(against the University of Texas - El Paso)
that I got them to come over to my house."
At her house, the women were able to
bond and reconnect to become a team again,
Richard said.
Against Boise State, the Spartans did
what they had to do to get the win, Spartan
center Teoma Taylor said.
With the score 48-47 SJSU in the second
half, the Spartans gave the Broncos an extra
free-throw attempt because of a lane violation, allowing them to tie the game up at 48.
The Spartans answered back with a jump
shot by forward Lamisha Augustine that put
the Spartans back in front at 50-48.
On the Spartans’ next possession, point
guard Cricket Williams sank a three-pointer
from a step behind the arc, extending the lead
to five points and giving SJSU its momentum
back.
SJSU didn’t allow the Broncos to score
again the rest of the game.
Despite the Spartans’ win, the game
got off to a bad start when Broncos’ center
Heather Little put Boise up 2-0 on a pair of
free throws in the first 30 seconds.
Early in the first half; Spartan guard Erica
McGlaston managed to steal the ball away
from the Broncos and scored on a lay-up to
tie the game 4-4.
Bronco forward Cassidy Blaine then hit
a three-pointer, starting an 8-0 Bronco run.
Boise led 12-4 after the first five minutes.

The Spartans ran off five straight points,
all scored by guard Lindsay Harris, pulling
SJSU within 12-9.
SJSU took its first lead minutes later,
scoring eight straight points to take a 17-16
lead when McGlaston hit a lay-up off a pass
by Williams.
The Broncos regained the lead on secondchance points, securing several offensive
rebounds late in the half.
Augustine scored a lay-up off another pass
by Williams, bringing the Spartans closer, but
the Broncos took a 22-19 lead into halftime.
The
Broncos
limited the Spartan
trio of Williams,
Teoma Taylor and
forward
Tatiana
Taylor to just two
points combined in
the first half.
Early in the
second half; Williams scored her
first basket of the
night on a lay-up,
TEOMA TAYLOR
pulling
SJSU
within 22-21.
"I had to challenge Cricket at halftime
tonight," Richard said. "We played the last
three games where Cricket scored nothing
after the second half"
Teoma Taylor put SJSU back in front,
26-25, with a lay-up.
The Broncos retook the lead on a
three-pointer by BlaMe five minutes into the
second half.
One minute later, the Spartans took a
30-28 lead on a pair of free throws by Tatiana
Taylor, starting a 13-4 run that would see
SJSU take a 41-32 advantage with 10
minutes to play.
Boise point guard Lynette Grondin led
the Broncos back into the game, scoring
eight quick points. The Broncos caught the
Spartans on free throws by forward Jamie
Hawkins, before SJSU closed the game out
with their 10-0 run.
After being held to just two points
combined before halftime, Williams and the
Taylor sisters exploded for 33 of the Spartans’
39 points in the second half.
Richard said the Spartans had to make
some defense adjustments after the first half;
but the team’s main focus was its offense this
game.

"We talked aboht attacking the zone
more than in the first half’," Richard said.
"We’ve been practicing attacking the
zone."
Teoma Taylor said the team had practiced against zone defense lately.
"We knew we had to attack the zone
more," Taylor said. "We went stronger at
it. We had to attack the offensive boards
more."
Tatiana Taylor said the Spartans worked
on out-maneuvering the Broncos.
"We ran," Tatiana Taylor said. "We
picked up the tempo, and we ran. We
worked on attacking the basket more. We
had to keep the defense moving."
Williams led the Spartans with 15 points,
all scored in the second half. Williams also
had six rebounds and seven assists.
Richard said it’s normal to see Williams
score 15 points in such a short period of
time.
"That’s a Cricket Williams outing,"
Richard said. "She stepped up to the
challenge."
Williams said scoring the 15 points
wasn’t anything special.
"I just started to take it in," she said.
"(Richard) told me that I needed to start
scoring more."
Both Teoma Taylor and Augustine
scored 11 points. Teoma Taylor hit five of
her seven field-goal attempts and had nine
rebounds.
For the game, the Spartans hit 50
percent from the field in the second half as
opposed to only hitting 34.6 percent in the
first half of the game.
SJSU travels to Rice University and the
University of Tulsa this week before returning home to face Fresno State University
on March 4 and the University of Nevada
- Reno for senior night on March 6.
The game against Nevada has been
rescheduled to tip off at 8 p.m.
San Jose State University guard Cricket
Williams tries to make a shot over Boise
State University forward Jamie Hawkins
during the second half of the game
between the Spartans and the Broncos
Saturday night at the Event Center. The
Spartans trailed the Broncos in the first
half but managed to defeat them in the
second half, 58-48.

Shih Fa Kao / Daily Staff

Spartans place second in three-team meet Parker, Spurs knock off Timberwolves
By Carly Roden
Daily Staff Write,

Associated Press

Despite taking second place with an
overall score of 193.925, members of
the San Jose State University women’s
gymnastics team had a night of careerand season-high scores in Friday’s
home meet against Sacramento State
University and UC Davis.
Sacramento edged out the Spartans,
taking first place with a score of
194.050. Davis trailed in third place
with a score of 192.350.
"We did all right," head coach
Wayne Wright said. "We can’t give
them anything with Sac State, we
know it’ll be a close meet, and when
we make mistakes, we give them that
edge."
SJSU finished the first rotation with
a score of 47.600 on the vault.
In the second rotation, the Spartans
narrowed Sacramento’s lead, winning
the uneven bars with a score of 49.150.
Senior Shirla Choy took first place in
the event, achieving her season-high
score of 9.925.
"Our bars are really good. We hit
them tonight and that brought us
ahead," Wright said.
Freshmen Elizabeth Major and
Brittncy Peterson both achieved their
career highs on the bars with identical
scores of 9.875. Junior Jennifer Greene
hit her season high and tied her career
high of 9.775, and senior Melisa Scheele
hit her season high of 9.700.
The team then moved to the balance
beam, scoring 48.425. Although the
Spartans took second place in the event,
Wright disputed the scores given to
Choy (9.725) and sophomore Arnberly
Klein (9.700).
"Amberly is our conference beam
Stacey Rues, h % Daily Staff
champ, and her routine was solid. I
thought she would get a higher score," Senior Melisa Scheele scored a season-high 9.700 on her bar routine
Wright said.
Friday night at the women’s gymnastics meet versus Sacramento State
Despite his inquiries to the judges, and UC Davis. Scheele, Shirla Choy and Kristi Starr were honored for
the scores were not changed.
Senior Night at the meet held in the Spartan Gym.
The final rotation was another
victory for the Spartans, with a winning
The Spartan women’s gymnastics
honored with flowers and balloons.
score of 48.750 in the floor event.
"We’re going to miss Shirla and all team is currently ranked first in the
Greene ranked the highest with
her floor-routine score of 9.900. In the the seniors. They’ve helped out im- Mountain Pacific Sports Federation
team’s last meet, Greene scored a 9.925 mensely," Wright said. "But next year, and will host the conference champiin this event, although she said this we’ve got good recruits coming in who onships on March 20 at 6 p.m. in the
will pick up where they left off"
Spartan Gym.
performance was superior.
"I can’t complain about a 9.9, even
though I did better than last time. I’m
ThE REruRN
really happy," Greene said.
Greene took first place all-around
tch)
in the meet, with Choy not far behind
CAKE AND
in third.
"I’m very proud, but without the
Coffee,
team winning, it’s just not the same,"
Tea,
7.37.. for 25 M.
Choy said. "We gave a good fight, but
OR
5.78... for 50
in the end we just couldn’t pull it out."
Hot chocolate
4.99 es. for 100
This meet was also Senior Night,
CENTURY
the last home meet for team seniors
1408) 6164700
I /0 Commercial SI . GRAPHICS
CAR BORA
Choy, Scheele and Kristi Starr, who
Sunnyvale CA 94085
did not compete. The athletes were
viww.gshirts.com.1 tax. (408) 6164133
1408) 288. 2233
announced at the start of the meet and
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MINNEAPOLIS Tony Parker
had 26 points, and Tim Duncan made
7 of 8 free throws in the fourth quarter
to finish with 25 points and help the
San Antonio Spurs beat the first-place
Minnesota Timberwolves 94-92 on
Sunday.
Hedo Turkoglu had 13 points all
in the second half and a career-high
14 rebounds, and Manu Ginobili
added 11 points as the Spurs snapped
Minnesota’s five-game winning streak
and pulled to within three games of
the Wolves in the Midwest Division.
In a game featuring two of the

NliAs premiere post players
Dun- of trying a 3 -pointer for a tic. Cassell
can and Kevin Garnett Duncan, a hit the shot, and the Spurs got the
notoriously bad free-throw shooter, inbound to Glimbili, who was fouled
helped win the game at the line in the with 8 seconds to go.
final seconds.
Minnesota had one more chance
Duncan, who was 2-for-6 from the when Ginobili missed the second foul
line before the fourth, calmly sank two shot. Cassell found Latrell Sprewell
crucial foul shots with 18.1 seconds on the wing, but Ginobili played him
left to give San Antonio a 92-88 lead, tight and the clock expired.
Garnett, who led Minnesota with
Cassell had 24 points and Sprewell
28 points and 10 rebounds, answered added 15 for the Wolves.
with a quick layup and Duncan was
San Antonio outrebounded Mimefouled on the ensuing inbound.
sota 49-42, including 11 from former
This time, Duncan made only one Wolves player Rasho Nesterovic. The
of the free throws. The Wolves then Spurs, who wrapped up a season-high
opted for Sam Cassell’s mid-range seven-game road trip at 6-1, scored 12
juniper with 8.8 seconds left instead
points off 15 Minnesota turnovers

Bryant scores 40, 16 in the 4th, as Lakers top Suns
Associated Press
PHOENIX When the Los
Angeles Lakers needed a pick-me-up
against Phoenix, Kobe Bryant was
ready.
Bryant scored 16 of his 40 points in
the fourth quarter, and the Lakers held
on to beat the Suns 104-92 on Sunday
night for their first four-game winning
streak since December.
"It feels like I’m getting better every game," said Bryant, who also had a
team -high seven rebounds and five assists. "Tonight we needed mc to score
more points, and, fortunately, I was
able to do that and also get involved in
all the aspects of the game."
Gary Payton scored 20 points, and

Shaquille O’Neal added 19 for the
Lakers in their sixth victory in seven
games.
"We’re starting to get in a rhythm
now, and everybody is starting to play,"
Payton said. "We’ve been unselfish
everybody is giving everybody the
ball, everybody is getting good looks,
and we’ve been playing defense. That’s
the best part."
Amare Stoudemire had 25 points
and 12 rebounds for Phoenix, and
Shawn Marion added 22 points and
13 rebounds. But the Suns couldn’t
protect a six-point lead in the third
quarter and lost their eighth in a row
their worst skid since opening the
1996-97 season 0-13.
"We played them good tonight,"
Marion said. "We just have not been
able to finish them off"

Bryant scored 10 points during a
12-5 run that began with 38 seconds
left in the third quarter and carried
the Lakers to an 84-74 lead with 9:
03 remaining.
Reserves Derek Fisher and Kareem
Rush added 3-pointers down the
stretch, helping the Ulcers stave off
a Phoenix rally. Rush’s long shot
opened an eight-point lead with 5:09
remaining.
"I don’t know if we can play much
better than we played in that second
half," Lakers coach Phil Jackson said.
"There were some defensive things
we could do better, but offensively we
played a real good game. Kobe was at
the peak of his game.
Howard Eisley had 12 points for
the Suns, and Johnson finished with
11 points and nine assists.
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SJSU goes extra innings, wins series against BYU

SPARTAN
OUTLOOK

By Mark Cornejo
Daily Senior Stall Write,
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Following two one-run victories
over Brigham Young University on
Thursday and Friday, the Spartans
were the ones watching the Cougars
celebrate on Saturday.
The Spartans’ 3-2 extra-inning loss
to BYU closed out a series where each
game came down to the final at-bat.
After a 4-3 victory on Thursday
and a 2-1 win on Friday, the Spartans
had a chance to close out Saturday’s
game at Blethen Field in the ninth
inning but left the winning run merely
90 feet away.
"They basically out-executed us
(Saturday)," Spartan head coach Sam
Piraro said. "They executed when they
needed to, and we didn’t. Usually in a
tight game, that’s what it boils down
to."
Spartan starting pitcher Brandon
Dewing allowed two runs on only
three hits over seven innings of work.
"That’s a winning performance,"
Piraro said. "With that type of game,
a starter deserves to win."
Spartan relief pitcher Jose Amaya
suffered his first loss of the season
when BYU left fielder Kory Knell
scored the winning run on catcher
Adam Wilkes’ single to center field in
the 10th inning.
The Spartans were unable to come
back in the bottom of the 10th, as they
had earlier in the series.
"We didn’t give (Dewing) much
run support (Saturday), which is
unfortunate," Piraro said.
Four BYU pitchers combined for
six strikeouts, while only allowing only
two runs on seven hits.
Nathan Hess pitched the eighth
and ninth innings to earn the win for
the Cougars, and Nick Lemon pitched
the 10h for his first save of the season.
"Their pitchers did a tremendous
job," Piraro said. "Their execution was
very good, very crisp."
In the ninth inning, the Spartans
had runners on second and third
with two outs and series-hero David
Pierson at bat.
While it was almost the same situation Pierson saw on Friday night in
the bottom of the 10th when he lined
a double down the first base line to win
the game, it was a different story on

The San Jose State University
men’s basketball team lost its second
consecutive game this week, falling
71-52 at Boise State University
Saturday night.
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BASEBALL
Tuesday at Saint
Mary’s College,
2 p.m.
Friday vs. Loyola
Marymount University
at Municipal Stadium,
6 p.m.
SOFTBALL
Wednesday vs
University of the
Pacific
at SJSU Field,
1 p.m.
WOMEN’S
BASKETBALL
Yvonne Pingue / Daily Statt
Spartan pinch runner James Bland dives to tag first as Cougar first baseman Tim Law catches a pick-off attempt from pitcher Nick Lemon in the
10th inning. San Jose State University lost to Brigham Young University 3-2 in the 10th Saturday at Blethen Field.
Saturday.
Pierson hit another grounder down
to first base, except this time BYU
first baseman Tim Law made the play
to throw Pierson out and allow the
Cougars to cam their third win of the
season.
Piraro said the Cougars’ 3-11
record should not fool anyone and that
the series was so close because they are
a much better team than their record
indicates.
"I don’t think we’re a better team
than they are," Piraro said. "A lot of
people look at the record. If we played
the same schedules, we’d have the

same record."
SjSU 2 BYU 1,
10 innings (Friday)
Some players never get a chance to
make the game-winning play.
However, Pierson’s game-winning
double Friday night marked the
second day in a row he was piled on by
the rest of the Spartans after winning
the game.
Pierson was on third base in the
ninth on Thursday when he scored on
a wild pitch by BYll’s Lemon.

SJSU men’s basketball loses at Boise State, 72-51
Daily Staff Report

ROUNDUP
The Broncos shot 63 percent in
the first half, en route to a 16-point
halftime lead.
The game remained close in the
opening 10 minutes of the game, with
SJSU pulling ahead 14-12 on a threepointer by forward Brett Lilly.
However, with the score 17-16
in favor of Boise State, the Broncos
embarked on a 23-8 run over the next
nine minutes to break the game open.
Forward Marquin Chandler paced
SJSU with team -highs of 19 points
and 11 rebounds. Chandler made nine
of his 13 field-goal attempts.
Forward Brett Lilly added 12
points, hitting half of his six threepoint shot attempts.
Center Eric Walton, the Spartans’
leading scorer and rebounder on the
season, played a season-low four
minutes and did not score.
Boise State guard Franco Harris
led the Broncos with 14 points.
Men’s Golf places 13th
The Spartan men’s golf team
finished 13th out of 22 teams at the
John Burns Intercollegiate men’s golf
tournament in Wahiawa, Hawaii, on
Friday.

The University of Arizona placed
first, with a total team score of 833
strokes. SJSU finished the event with
a team score of 863 strokes.
Five players from each team played
the 72 -par course three times during
the tournament, for a total par of 216
for each player. The four best total
scores for each team were added up for
the team’s final score.
SJSU golfer Isaac Weintraub placed
33rd individually with a four-underpar 212 score to lead the Spartans.
Water Polo splits four
weekend games
The women’s water polo team
opened up conference play on Saturday, falling to No. 4 Cal State Long
Beach 11-8. The No. 12 Spartans

bounced back on Sunday to win their
second conference game, a 9-6 victory
over UC Irvine.
Laura Scott, who plays the "two
meter" position for SJSU, scored four
goals in both Mountain Pacific Sports
Federation conference games this
weekend.
Scott also tallied two goals in
Friday’s non-conference win, 15-2,
over Sonoma State. Defender Rachel
Rhodes scored four goals against the
Seawolves.
Earlier in the day, SJSU lost 4-3 to
UC San Diego.
The Spartans evened their overall
record at 5-5, while opening up conference with a 1-1 record.
The Spartans will travel to UC
Santa Barbara to compete in the
Gaucho Tournament this weekend.

COLOR
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hitter Brad Kilby didn’t allow a hit and
struck out six after replacing Cabral in
the seventh inning.
BYU starting pitcher Paul Jacinto
allowed one run on five hits, while
striking out six Spartans in six-andone-third innings.
Kilby earned the win, while BYU
reliever Joshua Barrett, who allowed
two hits and the winning run in only
a third of an inning, was stuck with
the loss.
Pierson, who had a .667 batting
average after Friday’s game, led the
Spartans’ offense, going two-for-three
with two walks

MEN’S BASKETBALL
Friday vs.
Rice University
at the Event Center,
7 p.m.
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Friday night’s game at Municipal
Stadium ended when Pierson lined
a double that tiptoed the foul line to
stay fair and allowed James Bland, who
was a pinch runner for catcher Mark
Bautista, to score from second base.
Up until the ninth inning, there
had been little excitement in a 1-1
pitchers’ duel that was delayed 38
minutes at the beginning to dry the
field after rain had fallen for several
hours earlier in the day.
Spartan starter Corey 7abral struck
out seven Cougars, while scattering six
hits over six-and-one-third innings.
Relief pitcher and designated

Thursday at
Rice University,
7 p.m.
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Calendar
Musk

Enrique Iglesias
Feb. 24 at the Paramount
Theater in Oakland. Advance
ticket prices are $35 to $65.
Available at Ticketmaster.
Britney Spears and Kelis
coming to the Oakland Arena
March 9 at 8 p.m. Advance
tickets range from $40.50 to
$76. Tickets at tickets.com.
The Caravan in downtown San
Jose will present a variety of
live bands this weekend. Shows
start at 10 p.m. No cover
charge. For more information,
call (408) 995-6220.
Mi
San Jose Planned Parenthood
is hosting a dance party
fundraiser. Feb. 27 at Waves
Smokehouse, 9 p.m. to 2 a.m.
$10 per person.
San Jose Poetry Slam at Waves
Smokehouse every Tuesday
gives poets a chance to share
their work with an audience.
Students pay $5. 18-yearsold and over are invited.
For more information, visit
www.sanjoseslam.com.
The 22nd San Francisco
International Asian American
Film Festival starts March 3 in
San Francisco and March 19 in
San Jose. Tickets can be purchased in person from Camera
3 Cinemas in San Jose or call
tickets.com at (415) 478-2277.
Prices are $8 for students.
For more information, visit
www.naatanet.org/festival.

’Osama’ depicts daily life under Taliban
By Alexandra Proca
Daily Senior Staff Writer
The entrance of hell as imagined
by medieval Italian poet Dante
Alighieri reads "Leave hope behind,
all ye who enter here."
Leaving behind the Christian
dogma that says losing hope is a sin,
Siddiq Bamiak’s Afghanistan in his
Golden Globe winner "Osama" looks
like a place where the mere concept of
hope has been long forgotten.
The title of the film might mislead
those who are expecting a story about
Osama bin Laden.

REVIEW
The movie tells the tragic story
of a 12-year-old girl forced’ to take a
boy’s identity to save her family from
starvation, during the Taliban regime
in Afghanistan. Her/his schoolmates
call her/him Osama.
Although the director did not pinpoint a narrow time frame of the story,
the Afghanistan we see in "Osama"
must have already been through the
war with the Soviet Union and a
continuous civil war before plunging
into the brutal Taliban regime.
The movie starts with a visually compelling image of hordes of
women clad in pale-blue burgas, the
loose garment wom by women in
Afghanistan, roaming the streets of
Kabul.
They peacefully protest the
Taliban regime by asking back their
right to work.
According to production notes,
women in Afghanistan had enjoyed
the right to work and the right to
education before the Taliban ruling,
when wearing the burqa was also
optional.
All these rights were abruptly
banned once the Taliban took power
and imposed a very strict regime.
The women’s demonstration

ends brutally with arrests, but a 12 year-old girl, her mother and a child
beggar manage to escape the brawl.
The scene is shot in cinema
verite style, in which images look like
reality.
The shots tremble as if taken by
a running cameraman. The little
beggar is looking straight into the
camera when he asks for money, as if
talking to a reporter who would need
a local guide.
The effect of this mimicked live
conversation is dramatic, since the
viewer feels as if directly approached.
However, we will find the man
behind the camera later in the movie,
when he is tried by Taliban judges for
the crime of videotaping the protest.
The girl and her mother rush to
a decayed hospital, where the mother
is trying to make some money by
illegally working as a nurse.
The woman’s husband and brother
were both killed in various wars
the husband in the war with the
Soviet Union, the brother in another
unreveakd fight in Kabul.
As a result, she, her daughter
and her mother are left to death by
starvation, upon the Taliban rule that
women are not allowed to work and
can not go outside without a male
companion.
The woman decides to hide her
daughter’s sexual identity behind
male’s clothes and sends her to work
with a local milkman, a former friend
of her husband.
The girl-become-boy brings
home daily what an American would
normally consider not even the bare
necessities, such as a watermelon and
a sheet of lavash.
On top of that, she lives with the
paralyzing fear that she might be
discovered by Taliban roaming the
outside streets and sometimes barging
into homes.
When she is taken to the boys
school, she has to defend her new
identity by showing boyish acts of

l’hoto courtesy of United Artists Films, Inc.
Marina Golbahari stars as a young girl forced to pose as a boy named Osama in United Artists’ drama "Osama," which opened in San Francisco and Fremont Feb. 20.
courage that she is afraid of in front
of a male crowd, which is shouting
and throwing things.
However, she finds a faithful
defender in the little beggar she met
during the demonstration in the
beginning of the movie.
When her identity is finally
disclosed, she is put to trial and given
an unbearable punishment that she
has to go through.
This movie will not make the
audience cry. It will just make people
wonder to what extent some of their
peers can endure.
The characters’ tragedy has long
gone beyond theatrical outbursts.
Since they lost any hope, the only way
of surviving is to make up with the
bare reality and take life as it is.
Their drama is not conspicuous,
and they don’t throw it in your face.
They don’t whine, complain or curse.

They just sometimes wish things were
different.
But they are not. And they have to
live with it.
The little girl doesn’t live with the
full consciousness of her sacrifice.
She is just a little girl who cries for
her mommy.
But unfortunately, mommy is not
there to help her. She is alone in a
cruel world.
According to production notes,
"Osama" is "the first entirely Afghan
film shot since the rise and fall of the
Taliban." Most of the performers are
not professional actors.
Barmak discovered
Director
Marina Golbahari, who plays Osama,
on the streets of Kabul when she
asked him for money, according to
production notes.
Those familiar with Middle
Eastern directors whose works

made it to the United States might
notice that "Osama" shares a similar
cinematographic and narrative style
with Iranian director Mohsen
Malchmalbars "Kandahar" and even
her "Gabbeh." Barmak says that
Malchmalbaf, among other directors,
has "had a big influence on my way of
filmmaking."
Words are sparingly used to favor
facial expressions.
In "Kandahar," a woman needs
males’ help to find her way to her
sister in the city of Kandahar.
In "Osama," females have to
disguise their identities to provide for
the family. In both "Kandahar" and
"Osama," help is traded for a certain
amount of money.
"Osama" is a must-see for those
seeking to better understand life in
Afghanistan during the Taliban rule
and its present consequences.

Comedy
The San Jose Insprov presents Don McMillan, star of a
national series for Budweiser,
Feb. 25. Show starts at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $12. For more
information, call (408) 2807475.
Performing arts
The Mousetrap by Agatha
Christie will be performed
by the Northside Theatre
Company through March 7.
Tickets are $10 for students.
Call (408) 288-7820.
Mardi Gras Celebrations
Left Bank French Restaurant
on Santana Row will have live
music and a creole menu, inlcuding jambalya and gumbo, in
celebration of Fat Tuesday. Full
Bar. Call (408) 984-3500.
Beavers Bar and Grill at 1180
Lincoln Ave., will have live
music and sell hurricanes for
$3. Call (408) 288-9422.
Gordon Blench will have live
music and drink specials starting at 9 p.m. "Shot girls" will
also be passing around drinks.
Call (408) 294-6785.
Mission Ale House offers $2
beers and well drinks starting at
4 p.m. Appetizers will also be
offered. Call (408) 292-4058.

BUY 1, GET 1 FOR

’Mooseport’ cast too strong for weak script
screen veteran Gene Hackman, moves one wonders why Sally dates him in
to the fictional town of Mooseport, the first place.
Maine, population 500. He’s there
Monroe is supposed to be the
because his ex-wife took his mansion bad guy, but he’s more likeable than
and he needs a quiet place to stay the bumbling and painfully passive
while writing his memoirs for a multi- Handy.
million dollar paycheck.
Not only that, but as the film proThe town’s mayor, however, sud- gresses, neither Monroe nor Handy
denly dies.
even care about winning the election.
As a potential publicity boost, Why should the audience?
Monroe signs up for the job unaware
One of the best parts of the movie
that Harrison signed up as well.
was watching child-star Fred Savage
After a town -hall speech, Monroe play Monroe’s inept assistant and
asks Handy’s girlfriend, Sally (Maura thinking, "Hey, that dude used to be in
Tierney from "ER"), out on a date. ’The Wonder Years.’"
She accepts because Handy stood her
"Mooseport" does have its moments, although few and far between.
up while he was fixing a toilet.
When Sally rejects Monroe at the
This, of course, means war.
Photo courtesy of Twentieth Century Fox
What might sound like an excel- end of their date, the entire nation sees
Maura Tierney plays Ray Romano’s frustrated girlfriend in "Welcome to lent opportunity for political satire it on the news the next day. However,
Mooseport." The film ’Mooseport’ opened nationwide Friday.
ends up a vanilla-flavored comedy for every funny scene, there are at least
with a talented cast that has nothing three snoozers.
Television and stage star Christine
the most popular ex-president since to work with.
Monroe is in his 70s. It’s no Baranski plays Monroe’s ex-wife, but
By Cohn Kutch
JFK, Monroe "The Eagle" Cole.
surprise that there’s no chemistry with all she does is complain in her five
Daily Staff Writer
minutes of screen time.
Sally.
Handy is so goofy and pathetic,
Monroe’s second romantic interest
Have you. ever wondered what it
would be like to watch a mediocre, 90’Be plumber, played by television
plus-minute episode of "Everybody star Ray Romano, has girlfriend
Loves Raymond"? Well, here’s your problems. She wants him to commit,
chance.
but he’s happy the way things are.
"Welcome to Mooseport" is the
Apparently, he thinks running for
.1111 I 1 ’N It sItti
story of a small-town plumber, Handy mayor will impress her. It doesn’t.
Learn in an actual night club setting
The former president, played by
Harrison, who runs for mayor against
Local job placement assistance is our top priority
Day, Night. and Weekend classes available insaVIDD
quick casual Japanesedining
was WO"
$15 - $40 per hour
Earn
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with another assistant, played by
Marcia Gay Harden, toward the
end of the movie is so ridiculous it’s
unbelievable.
Monroe appears to be a father
figure to Harden for nearly the entire
movie. All of a sudden, they are making out. Yuck.
This is Ray Romano’s big-screen
debut. Originally a stand-up comic,
it’s no surprise that he didn’t branch
out with a drama.
Nevertheless, for him to play the
same character as a he does every
week on TV is a waste of time and the
audience’s cash.
This one has "rent it if you’re really
bored" written all over it.
Better yet, catch "Everybody Loves
Raymond" on the tube. It’s free.
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Disabled students association Club stresses spirituality through meditation
pushes for better access
By Michael Lerma
Daily Staff Writer
By Cohn Kutch
Daily Staff Writer
The disabled students association is working on
projects that don’t just affect disabled students at San
Jose State University; rather, they affect the campus
community at large.
"We’re an informational organization," said Patricia
Watkins, president of the association. "The whole thing
is about diversity."
The student-run group tries to help disabled students
find out what accommodations they need then works
with the school to get them implemented, such as adding
automated doors and extra parking spaces. The results of
helping disabled students, she said, help make SJSU more
accessible to all students.
Today, the group is holding a meeting to discuss
scholarship and financial aid concerns.
Maureen Evans, the scholarship coordinator for SJSU
and a speaker at the meeting, said although the event is
designed primarily for helping disabled students navigate
for scholarships, any students with questions about scholarships and financial aid would benefit from attending.
"There’s a lot of different opportunities out there,"
she said.
The
scholarship
Web
site
for
SJSU,
scholarships.sjsu.edu, is a one-stop application point for
students, she said. It lists school -sponsored, as well as
privately funded, scholarships.
Additionally, Julie Sedlemeyer, an associate director of
the Career Center, will be on hand to give an overview of
the WorkAbility IV Program for disabled students to find
jobs as well as to provide answers about the EXPO 2004
Career & Internship Fair on Wednesday, March 3.
Today’s meeting is in the ATC Lab located on the
second floor of the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint
Library from 1:45 p.m. to 3 p.m.
Martin Schutter, director of the Disabled Resource
Center at SJSU, said approximately 1,000 disabled
students attend SJSU. The center, he said, tries to work
iclv with the student association because they have

wninion goals and overlapping concerns.
"Many students have hidden disabilities," he said. "It’s
important to educate the campus of the needs of students
with disabilities."
Watkins said she was a good student as a child, but
while her friends would finish their work and have time
to play, Watkins would still be studying. She said signs of
a learning disability could be very subtle.
Sometimes students don’t know they have learning
disabilities until later in life, Schutter said, and these
students could use support. Both the student-run
organization and the campus resource center are places
to find help.
"There’s a number of attractions that makes SJSU a
preferred school for disabled students," he said.
The campus is naturally flat, has the oldest disability
center in the CSU system and assists disabled students on
a personal basis, he said.
The two groups are working together with the
University Police Department to build a covered shelter
at the Administration building’s outreach area. According to Schutter, it should be finished by the end of the
semester.

The disabled students association places accessibility
for disabled students as a high priority.
Last semester, it added a parking space behind the Art
Building so students could load their projects into the
building without having to carry them across campus.
Watkins said she is currently working on an automatic
door installation project on the south side of the Art
Building to further assist all people with loading and
unloading.
The key to making change, Watkins said, is finding
out whom to address issues to.
"It’s really challenging to be a disabled student and go
to college," she said. "We’re (all) only a breath away from
disability."
The disabled students association’s next event is on
March 8 with guest Neil Parry, who, after having his right
leg amputated 7.2 inches below the knee in 2000, came
back to play football for the Spartans last season.

The Art of Living club at San Jose
State University held its first event on
Thursday in the form of a meditation
exercise that was based on the teachings
of Indian guru Sri Sri Ravi Shanlcar.
Sachin Bhatia, an electrical engineering graduate student, is responsible
for founding the student chapter of the
Art of Living at SJSU, an extension of
the Art of Living Center in San Jose.
"This was the first event we had this
semester," Bhatia said. "The next event
will be a six -week course on yoga."
Aiming to alleviate stress as well as
to help individuals reach their highest
potential, the Art of Living Foundation
the
umbrella organization for the
San Jose center is
active in 140
countries, according to its Web site.
Locally, the foundation has locations in
San Jose, San Francisco and Oakland.
"I wanted to introduce the Sudarshan Kriya," said Diane Schneider, a
volunteer from the San Jose center. "It
is a really powerful breathing technique
that eliminates stress. Breathing is one
of the four aspects of yoga."
The foundation credits guru
Shanlcar for developing the Sudarshan
Kriya in 1982.
Thursday’s event began with an
introduction to yoga. Schneider asked
the group of about 30 people in the
Almaden room of the Student Union
to try to define yoga. Some answers
included "breathing," "controlling the
body" and "relaxation."
"When we think of yoga, we think
of crazy postures," Schneider told the
group. "I call that pretzel yoga." Some
attendees reacted with laughter.
Schneider said that posture is

good but pointed out the importance
of breathing, relaxing the mind and
wholesome eating.
"Attention focused by deliberate
movement of the body is a connection between mind, body and spirit,"
Schneider said. "But I don’t want to talk
too much. I want you to experience it."
The focus for Thursday’s activities
was the breathing technique, Schneider
said.
"Breathing the first act of life is
to inhale and the last act of life is to
exhale," Schneider said.
She also said the mind can be an
obstacle to meditation. Schneider said
when someone is talking, the mind is
always agreeing or disagreeing, and this
prevents someone from really listening.
"Meditation is effortless. Thoughts
will come in; let them come. It is just
about letting go, just see, see what happens, come what may," Schneider said.
Schneider made the claim that 20
minutes of meditation was equal to four
hours of sleep. One audience member
said, "I don’t believe it."
Schneider said, "I invite you and all
to not believe what I say. I want you to
experience it."
The meditation exercise began
with Schneider, as the leader, gently
suggesting instruction to the audience
in a calm voice.
"I can meditate during the event,
but I have already done my practice
today," Schneider said. "My job today
was to take care of everyone. There is
no reason I would want to meditate
while leading."
Schneider asked the people to
breathe gently, then directed their
attention to the body by focusing on
individual body parts.
"Relax the left foot ... up to the
knee ... now the entire left leg," Sch-

CLASSIFIEDS

The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper

EMPLOYMENT
SAN JOSE MORTGAGE FIRM
is looking for highly motivated
& entrepreneurial-minded
individuals for upward bound
application origination position.
This is an entry level telemarketing position. This position is
commission only. Contact
Community One Financial
Services: Brian Pham 408472-6082 or email: erianpnamo
communityone-fs.corn
WANTED: Fitness Instructors
& Karate Assistant. Call: 408971-4760 or email: ccikasports
Pcampcarternet
WAREHOUSE/DELIVERY
Opening for dependable.
hardworking, detail oriented
fine furniture handler/driver.
Clean DMV record required.
Fax resume to 408-395-8147
or call 408-354-6941 ex. 50

WELCOME BACK
SPARTANS!
Local valet company in search
of enthusiastic and energetic
individuals to work at nearby
malls and private events. FT/PT
available We will work around
your busy school schedule.
Must have clean DMV. Lots of
fun & earn good money. Call
408-867-7275.
DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business
Perfect for Students!
Earn $250 every weekend’
Must have reliable truck or
van Heavy lifting is required
408-292-7876
WANTED SPRING/SUMMER
INTERNS Must be rebels, innovators, dissenters
Seeking leadership outside thi
box. Avg pay $13.300 Call 888
450-9875 or
twestbrook01,Xcollegeworks corn
VALET PARKING Now hiring
for Pan-time positions in the
San Jose & Los Gatos area.
We provide valet service for
hotels and special events.
Flexible schedules, mostly
evenings and weekends. Must
be neat, well groomed. & be
able to provide excellent customer service. Applicants must
be able to drive a 5-speed
transmission and have a valid
CDL with a good DMV record
Starting pay is $7.00/hr plus
tips Please call 925-934-7275
Signature Parking Servin,-.

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
information
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete information before sending money
for goods a services In addition. readers should carefully
investigate all firma offering
employment listings a coupons for discount vacations
or merchandise.

SHORELINE AMPHITHEATRE
Now hiring for the following
seasonal positions:
’Administrative Assistant
’Staffing Coordinator
Please send resume to:
mailshoralineclearchannel corn

RECREATION/DAY CARE. PT
M-F, 3-6 PM. $10ihr. Santa Clara
private school. Fax resume to
408-247-0996

FRATERNMES SORORITIES
CLUBS STUDENT GROUPS
Earn $1,000 $2,000 this
RECREATION JOBS AT THE semester with a proven
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
CampusFundraiser 3 hour
REC DEPT. Positions Open
fundraising event. Our free
Now For Leaders. Afterschool
programs make fundraising
Elem. Sch. Age Child Care
easy with no risks. FundraisRecreation/ Enrichment
ing dates are filling quickly, so
Programs. P/T. M -F 2-6pm & T- getwith the program! It works.
TH 2-6pm Positions available.
Contact CampusFundraiser @
Pay Range: $7.83-$11.32 hour, (888) 923-3238, or visit
starting depending on exp. No www.campusfundraiser corn
ECE units req. Call Kathy 408867-6348
WANTED:Student to head
firm’s mrkting group. $17-19/hr
GROOMER’S ASST/KENNEL Call 1-800-757-9917
help needed for small exclusive
shop & kennel, PIT. Tues-Sat.
LIVE-IN CAREGIVER: Hope
Must be reliable, honest, able
Services needs live-in caregivto do physical work. Prefer exp ers for persons with develworking w/ dogs. but will train. opmental disabilities in San
Great oppty for dog lover. Can Jose. Qualified applicants will
Fax resume to 408-377-0109
have a CDL, auto insurance.
or Call 371-9115
a clean DMV record, and a
car Professional or personal
HI-TECH SALES FT/PT posiexperience working with sometions. Inside and Field sales
one witha disability is a plus.
positions available. Guaranteed
Interest and a caring attitude
hourly rates plus HUGE commis- are essential. Caregivers earn
sion upside. Serious inquiries.
hrly wage to be available to
Great opportunity/training for
support the client’s needs 9pm
motivated college students/
-9am. 5 nights/wk. & pay small
recent grads looking to enter the tee for rent. To apply call Carly
high-tech sales field. Email ret.
@ 408-282-0433 or email
to; klaveren(estingsystems con,
cwells @ hopeservices.org. All
majors welcome! EOE/AA Visit
INTERNSHIPS Domestic and
www.hopeservice.org to learn
Abroad. Mobile Device Travel
more about HOPE
Content Aggregator wants
all majors. Lead or be part
FUN JOB!
CALL NOW!
of a team that is responsible
Part-time work with flexible hours
for Strategy, Development,
Production & Distribution
(5-30 hours per week)
from Corporate operations to
Customer sales/service positions
Mobile Content, & Publshing
Annual Guides. Flexible Hours. ’HIGH STARTING PAY
’Internships possible
Internships are for 6-12 mos.
Some positions may receive a ’All majors may apply
small stipend. Interviews will be ’Scholarships awarded annually
’Some conditions apply
held 2nd wk of February. For
’No experience necessary
more information and to send
’Training provided
resumes email: nancie.graham
@teleboutcorn or leave msg
Guarantee your summer lob now!
408-315-7234
CALL 615-1500 10am- 4 pm
*www workforstudents cornis!su

EGG DONORS NEEDED!
Healthy females agi.
8 31
Donate to infertile couples
some of the many eggs your
body disposes monthly.
COMPENSATION 45,000
Call Reproductive Solutions now
818-832-1494

OPPORTUNITIES

Get Paid For Your Opinions?
Earn 515-125 & more per survey!
www.paidonlinesurveys.com
Bartender trainees needed
$250/day potential. Local
positions. 1-800-293-3985 5559

LIFEGUARDS- Instructional
Lifeguards- Aquatic Specialists.
MAKE MONEY taking OnLine
Easter Seals Bay Area seeks
Surveys. Earn $10-125 for
part or full time in San Jose.
Srvys.
$25-250 for Focus Grps.
Mon-Sat 510.30-13.50/hr.
www.cash4students.com/sjsu
Call Elise 408-295-0228.
Resume : jobs@esba.org or
WANTED: 23 Students. Get
Fax 408-275-9858 or mail
paid $$$ to lose up to 30 lbs in
730 Empey Way San Jose 95128
the next 30 days!!! Call (408)
777-9616

SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL EDITING
For your term paper or thesis.
Experienced, efficient, reliably
exacting I will meet your deadline.
CALL Grace 831-252-1108 or
evagrace4aol.com
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
(includes cosmetic) $69.00 per
year. Save 30% - 60%. For info
call 1-800-655-3225 or
www.studentdental.com or
www.goldenwestdental.com.

STUDENT JOBS $40 hour.
Student jobs guide here
www.cometowork.com

FOR SALE
DELL LAPTOP: 15" SXGA+,
DVD/CD, 18GB DISK. 128MB, New
Sftware Wndws XP, w/Office
2003 & case. $4000+ new
sacrifice $650. 408-924-4936

SHARED HOUSING

SHARE A HOUSE!! 10 MIN.
NEED A VIDEO FOR A SPECIAL FROM SJSU. $500/MO. + UTL
Occasion, digital photography ser- Avail. NOW. Lots of PKG. W/D
vices or graphic design? Infinite on site. Call 408-394-3409
Visions has great deals on weddings, quinceaneras, gradua- ROOM FOR RENT: Female/
tions, or any special event video non-smoker. Nice, quiet neighneed. Picture portfolios are also borhood, 1 block from light rail
available at a low cost Put a $425/mo. Utl. included. $300
slide show of your pictures on Dep. W/D 408-265-6381
DVD with your favorite song
playing at the same time. For
more info. call: 408-885-0757
or 408-561-2710
AUTO REPAIR & BODY SHOP
Female owned, 25 yrs exp.
Foreign & Domestic. Frame and
Suspension. Work w/ all ins.
co’s. 25% off labor for Students
and Senior citizens. Rental cars
avail.. pick-up and delivery w/
appt. Very competitive rates.
Call 408-224-9800

RENTAL HOUSING
TIRED OF SHARING
A BATHROOM??
Come see our huge 2 bedroom, 2 full bath, over 1000
sq. foot apt. Walking distance
to campus. Newly Remodeled. Parking. Security Gate
Substantially larger than others!
$1200/mo. 408-947-0803

IDAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES FoRNATioNAL/AGENtl.
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Spartan Daily Classifieds

408-924-3282

Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu

SAVE GAS-WALK TO CLASS
2 TOWN HOMES FOR RENT,
68 & 70 S 8th St. Completely
remodeled 1/2 block from SJSU
Eng. Bldg. Approx 800 sq. ft.
2 bdrrn, 1 1/2 baths. New
Appliances. Carpet. Vinyl, &
paint. Newly Remodeled
bathrooms. $1200/mo., $600
dep
Broker 408-921-2919
DECORATOR APT, UNIQUE
Spanish Revival charm We
are looking for a long term.
financially responsible person
who is clean. quiet & sober. 1
bedroom with den. hardwood
floors This S F style flat has a
yard plus
1 off-street parking Individual
private front & rear entrances
$90044- 551-553 So 6th St
Look, then call 408-286-0596

DUPLEX FOR RENT, 4 bdrm, 2BDRW16A. Walk to SJSU
2ba, 244 E Julian/6th, Ref, N/P $1000. New Carpets. Laundry.
Parking. Call 408-559-1356
ULTRM, Upper. 1250 SCLFT.
$1850-AGT-408 - 264-0871

SPARTAN CLASSIFIEDS
REALLY WORK’
SJSU STUDENT RATE
25.

Lost and Found*
Announcements
Campus Clubs
Greek Massages
Events
Volunteers
Fot Salo
Elsciromcs
Wanted
Employment
Opportuntles

ApeiatHoustrm
Shame Housing
Real Estate
Services
F4411aetleglauly
Sp(141%Thniis
InStifanCia
Fhleflawlfrallt
Trawl
Tutoring
Word Processing

OFF

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
4
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13
14
16
17
18
19
20
22
24
25
26
28
31
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
47
51
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
6?
63
114

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

Exec s deg
Ponies up
Dog-food brand
Kid s toy
Elvis, to some
Londonflashlight
TWA guesses
Feng Letter carrier’s
beat
Voight of films
Fuel saver (2 wds.)
Primitive
Clever ploy
Each and every
Paper quantity
Last degree
Fruit stand buy
Rundown dwelling
Don’t go
Hoodwink
Rajahs’ wives
Cut out
Responsibility
Cousin s mother
Sherlock Holmes
creator
Exercise room
Popular column,
"Dear -"
Earth, in combos
Calf -length
Harbor
Extinct flying reptile
KP workers
Supply a party
Boyle and Kyser
Sit down heavily
Vista
Atlas dot
Grants approval
Shelley
selections
"Faint heart won
Sonh and ir

W.0.0. F 10.A. T .E.RIS.A. F.E
SWORE
PLOW
H.U.G0
ECRUC.0 M MA
R.A.Y.E
THERMAL
ACCENTS
TA R
T 0.E
INSET
OSAKA
NONE
T
A
T
T
L EMBEG
. . .
FRONTWHEELDR I VE
E.M.U.R.0.0:M:E.D
0.D. I N
R A T Ty
E SP
SCENT
ASA
OAK
HILLTOP
TUNISIA
E.D. I ,EIR.E.B.U.TIE.O.N.S
LEAN
T.R. I .B.E
S.H. I .P
DART
AMBER
TOTS
29o4

2004 Unotao Feature SynO,cate Inc
In a tizzy
Undersized
Fell sharply
Smear
Ice-cream
utensil
Zealous. plus
Agreement
Puls en a pedast
Yellowstone
sight
Cune daughter
Do a salon job
Person who
stares
Civil disturbance
Cookbook
amts
Floppy takers
Tex-Mex snacl
Quite Similar
Crate
Use as oars

31
32
33
34
35

DOWN
1 Car part
2 Bugs Bunny’s
voice
3 Hirt and Gore
4 Flower part
5 Committee type
(2 wds I
6
place or
mine?"
7 Svelte
8 Posh lobby
9 Lake birds
10 Wisely
11 Prefix for pod
12 - vu
15 Hack
20 Bargain
21 Decorates a gift
23 Vestibules
26 Watery
27 Give off
29 Plane part
30 Media excess

37
41
43
44
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
58

Is

4

3
4
-

/
Please check
one classification:

San Joey State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwprit Rental Hall Hoorn 209
1000. m two weekdays before publication
Deadline
No refunds on canceled ads
All ads are Prepaid
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
OUIESTIONS7 CALL (404) 924-3277
Hate applies to ornate party ads only, no diecount for other persons or ttustnesses
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm STUDENT 10 REQUIRED

Lost 8. Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus Community

FAX:

DOWNTOWN APT. FOR RENT
For as little as $695.00/mo.
a newly remodeled 1bd/1 ba
apartment could be yours!
Located near SJSU in bustling
Downtown, making it perfect
for students. Further conveniences this apartment includes
are laundryfacilities and easy
access to Bay Area freeways.
Please contact John at 408947-0803 for showing. Ask
about STUDENT SPECIAL’

IDZICILICUJOQUICIZIOCIOICICIOCIZIOCIZIOCICIUDZIOCI
1:1001:101:100UC3010C:10ZICIZIC1000000001ZICICUZI
r-10(ZICIOULIDOGICII:10000C10001:-.10001001:11=1Q01
CIDOC1000C:10000C-.100ZIOU0001:300Q0CIZIO0
Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum

408-924-3277

’FREE / FIRST MONTH RENT’
Large 1,2, & 3 bedroom apts
Some with 2 full baths. Starting
at $749/month. Will work with
you on deposit. 2 blocks from
SJSU. Water/Trash paid. Parking
available. Washer/ Dryer on
site. Cats OK. Well managed
student bldg. 408-378-1409.

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

1.

PHN:

2 Bdrm Apartment-$1100imo.
Move -in Bonus
Security type Building
Secure Prking, Laundry
Close to Campus
Modern Building
’
Recent Remodel
Village Apartments
576 S Fifth St 14081 295-6893

l’Ali 408-924-3277

neider said over a period of 60 seconds.
Schneider repeated the same procedure
with the right leg, then up the body into
the abdomen, chest and head.
After about 20 minutes, Schneider
slowly brought the group out of the
relaxation state hi asking them to
reconnect with their chairs.
"Bring awareness back to the weight
of your body on your seat," Schneider
said.
At this point, a cell phone could be
heard from the outside hallway.
"Do not be agitated by the sounds
... just let them be," Schneider said.
When the audience was finished
meditating, an audience member asked
if it was OK to fall asleep during the
process.
"The body takes what it needs, and
it is fine to fall asleep," Schneider said.
"I would recommend using meditation
during the day. I would not meditate
before bedtime."
Praneet Kaur, a member of the
Art of Living club at SJSU, said the
origin of the club’s principles go back to
India where Sri Sri Ravi Shenker linked
spirituality with breathing.
"The art of living is not just learning
and talking. It is living through the
right breath," Kaur said.
Srinivasan Dasasathean, a member
of the Art of Living Center of San Jose,
said the student group is being assisted
by the center.
"Diane (Schneider) is also a
volunteer from the local chapter,"
Dasasathean said. "There will be a
six-day course, two -and-a-half to
three hours a day, that will be led by
other volunteers from the Art of Living
Center of San Jose."
More details on the course are not
available yet, according to members of
the center.
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you accidentally knock
your roommate’s
toothbrush into the toilet.
he’s not horne, wh t do
ou do answer the
question. compare your
opinions with others.
explore what matters
at pwc.com/lookhere.
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